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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Nowadays, in fulfilling the needs of the community to internet, there are 

various types of internet providers. One of internet service providers in the West 

Sumatera is WiFi Corner of PT Telkom Indonesia. Based on the preliminary 

study, it can be conducted that people still rarely use WiFi Corner as one of the 

internet service provider due to certain factors such as lack of information about 

WiFi Corner, the quality of WiFi network, and less promotion of WiFi Corner. 

Therefore, PT Telkom West Sumatera needs to design the strategic formulation of 

WiFi Corner, in order to compete with the competitors and increase customer 

interest. The methods used in the design of strategies are based on SWOT analysis 

of WiFi Corner to know the position of WiFi Corner as the internet service 

providers, External Factors Evaluation (EFE) analysis, Internal Factors Evaluation 

(IFE) analysis, Internal-External Matrix, SWOT Matrix, and Quantitive Strategic 

Planning Matrix (QSPM) analysis. The results show WiFi Corner PT Telkom 

West Sumatera is at a good position (above average 2,5). It can be seen from the 

EFE and IFE matrices are 3,24 and 3.26. According to QSPM results, there are 15 

alternative strategies that can be applied as the marketing strategy. Five of most 

important strategies are, adding the resources and making more promotion and 

advertising about WiFi Corner to attract consumer, build WiFi Corner in the 

center of communities and wider the area connection of WiFi.id and also provide 

the WiFi.id voucher selling service,  making teamwork with the government in 

capital and operational support, making teamwork with the third person or 

distributor, thus can be concentrated with more potential pre-customer, and build 

WiFi Corner venue near the center of communities and easy to reached by 

transportation and provide the WiFi.id voucher selling service near the venue. 
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